Built In Test (BIT)
- Initiated upon first activation of system
- Sensor warm-up period of 4 min
- OBOGS FAIL inhibited (by Monitor for concentration)
- OBOGS FAIL still works for Low Pressure
- At end of 4 min – OBOGS FAIL if internal failure

Initiated Built In Test (I-BIT)
- Initiated by BIT on regulator after 4 min warm-up
- Verification that OBOGS sensor & OBOGS FAIL work
- Use:
  -- Momentarily push button
  -- Oxy concentration purposely drops
  -- Get OBOGS FAIL from Monitor (for concentration)
  -- Warning extinguishes within 2 min

Cockpit
Specific
Affects Both Cockpits
< 15K: 25 – 70%
> 15K: 45 – 95%
MAX: 45 – 95%

Cockpit
Specific
(Turns on OBOGS & Opens P3 Shutoff Valve)